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													This guy is awesome!! Won't take my car anywhere else. He's always been totally honesty, and had helped me and other customers out way beyond what was necessary... Making extra phone calls to find parts that are cheaper, and so much more. Please, do yourself a favor and go to Keenan's!

												


												Logan H.
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													Best mechanic in town!  Honest and fair. Very trustworthy!!!

												


												Kendra B.
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Kennan's Auto Repair

      


	Auto Repair Services









						
						312 Circle Ln
Raleigh, NC 27603
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Call today at 919-771-0263 or come by the shop at 312 Circle Ln, Raleigh, NC, 27603. Ask any car or truck owner in Raleigh who they recommend. Chances are they will tell you Kennan's Auto Repair.
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